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Commas with items in a series worksheet

Sign up and access: All answer keys An ad-free Experience Premium/Full Screen PDF Files Unlimited Access This punctuation proposal is about adding commas to a series. Your student will rewrite a set of sentences creating a series and adding commas. You'll like it as a practice for 5th grade Common Core Standards for languages, or for other students
as needed. Worksheets &gt; Grammar &gt; Grade 4 &gt; Punctuation &gt; Comma characters and items in a series In these worksheets, students add commas in sentences to separate series of 3 or more items.  Note: in our responses we have generally not included the comma immediately before and or or (the so-called Oxford commas or serial commas),
but it is perfectly acceptable to do so. Similar: It is or its? Apostropeter and possession Earth Day PunctuationEarth Day PunctuationEarth Day is a time to raise awareness and appreciation for our environment. It is also a time to use the correct punctuation! With this lesson, your students will use proper punctuation, such as commas, quotation marks, and
apostropeter.3rd gradeReading &amp; Writing Commas for items in a SerieCommas in a series (Sports)Students will write about each sports-themed sentence. They will add commas to separate items or phrases in a series. They must also capitalize and puncture properly.3rd to 5th grade Commas to compensate non-essential informationCommas After
interjectionsIn this worksheet, students will write about four sentences. They will add the correct capitalletters and punctuation marks. They will also place a comma after the word yes or no at the beginning of each sentence.3rd to 6th Grades Answering Yes and No QuestionsStudents answer each question, in a complete sentence, starting with the word yes
or no. Students should place a comma after the word yes or no at the beginning of each sentence.4th to 6th Grades Rewrite each sentence. Place commas and quotation marks in the correct positions.3rd through 5th rating Spreadsheets &gt; Grammar &gt; Grade 5 &gt; Punctuation &gt; Write Objects in a Series Sometimes we can make writing much more
clear and concise by combining sentences with similar information in a sentence of objects separated by commas.  Note: In our responses we have included Serial Comma or Oxford Comma (comma immediately before and or or) but it is not mandatory to do so. Similar: Half Colon WorksheetColumn
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